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Preface:
Hello and welcome to Octane Online Racing, or often referred to as: OOR.
We are a worldwide Esports Sim Racing Community that is based on PC.
Currently we are in the North American & Asia/Pacific regions but will be
expanding into Europe in the near future.
We pride ourselves on being a professionally run and organised community
that is open to all walks of life and experience levels. Even if you are not
looking to get into league racing, you are still more than welcome to be
involved in our community, as we also host open lobbies and casual sessions
for a number of different games.
Encouragement and support is also a huge component of what we are trying
to build at OOR, with our experienced members always willing to help & assist
those looking to improve and enjoy their sim racing.
All we ever ask is that you respect our admins, members, rules and the work
involved in bringing you such a fantastic community and in turn we will do
everything we can to ensure you have an absolute ball in OOR!
Our goal is to continue to strive to become the leader in Esports Sim Racing
and all that that entails.
Like you, Sim Racing is a passion of ours and one we want to help share and
enjoy together in a mature and fun manner.
We hope you enjoy your time in Octane Online Racing and if there is anything
you would like to discuss, or questions you might have - please do not
hesitate to get in touch with us.
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1. Website
https://octaneonlineracing.com.au/
If you are looking for any information relating to what we do, who we are, our
events, our leagues/series etc. then this is your first port of call.
The OOR Membership Form and Series Registration forms for any of our
leagues/series and events will be found on our website.
You'll also find results, standings, rules, links and much much more.
We are currently adding and building to the newly updated website so keep
an eye out for further information as it gets added!

2. Membership Form (Website)
https://octaneonlineracing.com.au/register
This form is extremely important and should only ever need to be completed
once.
It will contain your driver details, Steam ID, Discord ID and all other relevant
information that we use to speed up the process in adding you to future
series and events as well as getting you verified on our Discord server.
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This system has been in place since we first began back in October 2017 and
has served us extremely well in producing and maintaining a professionally
organised approach to our sim racing community, leagues and events.
Please complete this as accurately and truthfully as possible. Fake accounts
and fake responses will simply be removed and banned/kicked from our
servers and groups.

3. Discord Server
https://discord.gg/octaneonlineracing
The hub of all things Octane Online Racing. Once you complete the
Membership Form, we will verify your account on Discord and from there you
will be able to see our Discord Server.
This is the place where we run 90% of our leagues, events, casual sessions,
open lobbies and more.
The Discord channels are split into "categories" and some of these categories
you will need to opt into in order to see the relevant channels.
To do so, simply head to the
role-assignment channel.

✅

You will also get added to relative series and events channels when you
register for them.
E.g. ACC Contender Series - you will be added to the ACC Contender Series
hub, Team channels and Tier channels.
All of this helps keeps things organised and running smoothly.
Discord Rules:
● Respect your fellow members (i.e. No Toxicity – Being Toxic = Ban).
● No trolling, harassing, or spamming (whether by text, voice, or DMs to
other members).
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● No impersonation of others or any sort of potentially fraudulent activity.
● No advertising other servers, groups, or events without prior permission
(this includes spamming our members with DM's).
● No using our layout, format, or art and text assets without prior
permission.
● No cheating or misconduct using any game, product, or service.
● No public accusations of cheating or misconduct.
● No helping banned users access the community or its servers.
● English ONLY on the server please. Respect this for all users.
● Anyone found to have screenshotted and shared any content from
within the OOR Discord server, or from private messages with staff - will
be instantly banned.
Please respect all of our Discord members and remember to show this
respect in voice lobbies. Being over bearing and the one that has to talk the
entire time over voice will get you server muted. We are all here to enjoy the
server and the lobbies.

4. Patreon
https://www.patreon.com/octaneonlineracing
It takes a considerable amount of hard work to provide the level of service we
offer in Octane Online Racing, with our main admin putting in full-time hours
to continue to provide, improve, adapt and fine tune all things OOR.
If you would like to provide your support financially to Octane Online Racing,
our Patreon account is the best way to do so.
The amount you wish to contribute each month is totally up to you! And you
can cancel at anytime.
From as little as $5USD a month, it all goes a long way to the future of OOR.
We are hoping to do Patreon based events and special offers in the near
future (like merchandise discounts etc.)
Huge thanks to all of you who have become an OOR Patreon so far.
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5. Twitch
https://www.twitch.tv/octaneonlineracing
We stream several of our leagues and special events each week over at our
Partnered Twitch Channel.
We've been streaming since the start of 2018 and now have over 3100+
followers and have received Twitch Partnership in 2020.
Whilst we endeavour to stream a fair majority of our series and events, it is not
practical or possible to cover everything so please respect this. It's a privilege
to have these races streamed and takes a lot of hard work to broadcast.
Enjoy the ones we do and if you miss out on having your
Series/Event/Split/Tier streamed, hopefully in the future you'll be in one that
does!
Twitch Rules:
● No hate speech of any kind (E.g. Racism, Homophobia, Sexism etc).
● No self-promoting (This is our channel we have worked hard on).
● No attacking other members if you are involved in any race incidents.
● Be inclusive and supportive of all.
● Have fun and enjoy the broadcasts and community!

6. Steam Group
https://steamcommunity.com/groups/octaneonlineracing
As we are a PC based community, it’s important to join our Steam Group to
keep up to date with any extra bits and pieces you might miss. It also makes it
easier for other members to find you and keeps things easily organised as
well for our broadcasters.
This is also important in case Discord and/or our website goes down at any
stage.
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7. Conclusion
That is pretty much Octane Online Racing in a nutshell!
We also will have an OOR Sporting Code, relating to on track requirements
and rules related to each game format.
As well we will have a series/event based PDF’s relating to how each series
and event works and what is required and the rules surrounding them.
We hope you enjoy your time in Octane Online Racing and if you ever have
any questions, please message us.

Neale Alexander,
NAlexander
Admin/Owner
Octane Online Racing
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